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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1'he most important thing that happened to football 
during the late l930•s was the i:nt;roduction, or "reintro• 
duotion, « of. the n!J!" formation. ~hi~_fO!"!Jl~tj.<:>_l'.l_._VLtth_rnar.qr __ _ 
variations, proved to be a real turning point in the game • 
.As teams all over the nation began to use the "T" formation 
with great success on offense, the defensive experts rose 
to meet the challenge. As a result, in many schools 
players have to learn as many defensive plays as offensive 
ones. 
:Perha.ps this change in defensive thought is best 
illustrated by a comparison of the defensive theory ex• 
pressed by Charles w. Bachman with the defensive attitude 
expressed by Bobby Dodd. 
Bachman states: 
The oup system of defense is the one used 
by most teams and is the most practical o:t' all. 
The ends charge in fast and turn the play into the 
tackles; the tackles ;t'oroe the play into the guards 
a.n.d center. 
The pritnary line .... that is, everybody on 
the defensive line except the center - charges 
aggressively with the snap of the ball, trying to 
stop the play by piling it up behind the line of 
scrimmage. 
In this same chapter Ur• Bachman die.gramf!.'l and 
explains one defense for each formation then in popular 
use. 
l 
In contrast to this, Ml"• DodePs attitude is that 
penetration cuts down pu:vsuit at tho rate of one step of 
penet:vatior1 for two steps of pu:t"su:tt. It is basically more 
logical to play the line of so:t•1tnmsge and penetrate just 
' 
enough to give a change of pace. Do no't pltiay f'o:t" the 11 fou:rth 
-----
and ten s:t tuation, pla;y-_.f'or the_ fourth w1 tb two o:r three 
yards to go for a .f'il"st down.. A team that t:r~ias to stop 
the offense for no gtain ea.oh time 1$ leaving themselves open 
2 f*or the long gain. u 
He previously states that a coach vu.>uld n1ake a m;ts .... 
take going into a g&me with only one def<:mse and advisEH~ that 
a coach use this defensive appl .. oaoh: 
'l1hare al:'e four basic defenses against the normal "T" 
formation. ~('hey ta:f4e all sound ~md with stunts that will 
g1 ve you the necessary needeCI wu•1at1ons. The mQl'•e de ... 
tenses you oan learn and still not nul~$ defensive mis• 
ta.kes, the to·ughal" you can 1nake 1 t on the offense. Some 
teams pl.ay moat ot t;he1r games against normal n~~~~ tamns. 
If this is true • you will be a~le to have €~11 four• of 
these defenaea in you!" attaek. 0 
'.rhis latter theory has come to be the p.rac ti ae in 
loharles V'~ • Bachman, ! J!.~anual .2£. Football m ~ 
Sohools ( Menha ttan, KEHHU..\S; Department of Indus trial Jou.rn.a ... 
iism'and l~:t•inting• Kansas State Ag:ricultur~l College, 1923), 
P• 113. 
2 J"Jo bby Dodd, Eo~,b~ Do?el 2B £l'?,otbtalJ. (New Yo:t"ltll :P:t•en-
tioe•Hall, lno., 19ai)J P• 2ll• . 
3~b1,£!., P• 212. 
football as 1 t is :played now.. The o.f'f'ense must prepax~e 
itself to meet not one d.efen$e in aPY given game. but 
eeveral. with variations of each. 
It is a generally ace e:pted axiom that each of ·these 
defenses rnQ.y be attacked suceessfully, but not in the sm.me 
manner or in ·the same a:x.•ea. In the off'ensi ve repertoire 
there are the means to attack thesG defenk>eso The :p:t•oblem 
is to call ·the proper :play for the d$fensE~ on that :partic-
ular downo The advantage of be:tng able to change the :play 
called 1n the huddle at the line of scrimmage is then 
readily apparent.. :ehere have been :numerous systems :presented 
to accomplish this, but they all have two objections in 
co!llinont 
1. They are different from the normal signal system 
and represent a duplication of learning for the :pJ.ayerso 
Since numbering systems are so similar and familiar to all 
·.· .. concerned, the normal system cannot be used with any 
regularity and still hide the area of attack :fl'om the 
·.·-, . .tt'. 
detem.ae. 
2. ~his duplicate set of· sj.g;nals to be used as 
"automatic an neoessi tates practice time for tr.w team to be 
able to recogni$e and execute them well. ~rhe word ''auto ... 
matios•" as used here, may be defined as the offensive 
method employed to change plays at the line of scrimmage .. 
These automatics may be used, on an average, only 
4 
three to tive times a game. and it is therefore hard to 
Justify the expenditure of practice time on a phase of the 
game which is used. so little. At the same time; it ls 
recognized that these three to five times IDflY occur at 
crucial poin'l,;s in the game and oould represent the margin 
of victory. 
THE PROI~LliiM 
Statement of the Probleme It is the purpose of this 
~Ow ...... ...-..-...~~~.._~_... 
study to (l} present ~ signal system for offensive football 
including automatics; ( 2) compare 1 t with tho so syk.rtems 
alreadY in use; and. (3) p:t:•EHH~nt ·the reactions of' nine 
coaches using 1 t at the JtUlior high school. senior high 
school. Junior, oollege, college, and professional levels. 
Iruport~nc(f.t £!·!!1.~ ~OJ21?• In this day and age of 
football there are few coaches, if any·, who have not made 
an attempt to meet this problem of automatics. QJJ.ite often 
they have abandoned 1 t ar.td have looked to other approaches 
:t:~or their solutions. In doing th:i.s, they themselves feel 
they are <Yverlookillfi'; the point at which an offen~Ji ve a.ttack 
may 'be adjusted to meet Chl:.'tnging de:fenaes. 
Bud Wilkinson has this to say about automatics: 
It is our theory that whenever the defense 
leaves a weakness, we should. hit it immediately. 
consequently, it is necessary for our quarter•bao:k: to 
oheok signals at the line of scrimmage i:f he sees a 
hole ope11 anywhere for .a run o:r· for a.Apass because 
of a fAulty alignment of the defense.~ 
:Most coaches select a signal system with which they 
/ 
&:re familittr from past experierwH and proceed from there to 
integrate a se:para:te system of a:utom~~,tios Iii 
In this s·tudy an attempt is made to present s. system 
:brwhiOh- the basic system of' calling pl.B,ys fl~:nd tlle e.uto-
matio system are ident:!.oally the same; a system which will 
enable the offense ·to direct its attack t:.~t the weakest part 
of any defense with which i:t is confronted at any time 
prior to the actual snap of tl1e ball. Besides being able 
to hit inunediately at a weak point in the defense • it en ... 
ables a qu.a:rterbaok to e.void wasting a :p~ay which may be 
aim~d dir~ctly at the strength of a defense. ..\\t the 1956 
!ifevada Coaches Association JPootball Clinic in Heno 1 · Nevada., 
BUd Wilkinson spent a good deal of' time on ·this point .. 
The system :represents a different ti!.pproaoh to a 
p:r?oblem cor.mnon to most 11 !JHl .f'ol~ma,tion teams an<l :presents a 
possible solution to the "'mu.l tiple defenae 11 ty.pe o:t game. 
The material in this study contains, in ad\l.ition to this 
syetem o many others i.n UEH~ .now and may help the readei• to 
select any one of ·those pres en ted :for incorpol"ation into 
his attack. 
o·J. " ;..J ;a; 
4 :Bud Wilkinson, Oklahoma SJ2li t T li'ootball (li<Wl York: 
J?ran.tiae .... Hall, Inc., 195ZT;"''":p;;-23t> .. · ... - · · · ... -
In the StWarch for stu.dies o:f a nature directly or 
indirectly related to the problem. it was found that they 
were quite obscure or :nonexistent.. :rn checking the maeters' 
theses at College of the Paci:f.'ie. li'reeno State College. and 
it was :e·ound that while there were 
several theses written on the general topic of football, 
none was directly :~; .. elated to a signal system or to av.to ... 
matics. A complete oheclt: of the Researoh (il).~terly for 1942 ... 
1952 showed :no related studies. 
DEFINITIOI~S OF T.ER:&!S tJSED 
Au.tornatios<li The offensive method used to change 
plays ~'tt the line of aorinunagec; 
~mbering .~l~tem!iJ.• 1'he ma1mer in which an offenai ve 
team designates what be.ok is to advance the ball through 
whioh hole, and in what manner. 
Defense• ~he manner in which the team trying to 
f ••. ~l<i .... 41 
.:prevent a. score dElploy themsel 'Vas. 
Offense • The manner i:u whioh a team tries to adv~t.nce 
~~
the ba.ll. 
Starting Count. The set of' signals spoken by the 
~~...,.~·-··.>1111• 
q,uarterbaek to put the ball in playo 
nort1 Sidej) The side of the line through which a pla.y 
--
is to be run., 
''Otfn Side. The $1d~ of the lina away from whioh a. 
li"""'l·f~ 
play is to be run • 
.ft<!,O.,!J;'tiE:i !t~.R?I".!_. Information about an opponent 
brought back by an observer~ 
This word system was designed :f'or and used by "T" 
tor:ma.tio;n teams.. With modifications it could. be used by 
split "T" and single wing teams as well~ The difference 
in these offensiv-e :formations is illustrated in Figu.re 1. 
ORGANI7ATION OF THE STUDY 
The remainder of this thesis will be organized to 
include the following: {l) a review of literature, (2} an 
explanation of the word sigllal system, (3) the present 
syt1.rtems now in use and a. comparison of each, (4) the 
findings of the nine coaches and their staffs who used t~he 
word sigJ.'Uill. ayatem from 1954 through 1966, and {6) the 
etumnary, conel.ruUona, and reconnnendationa of the study., 
1\. carefu.l study of the textbooks 11 literature in the 
field, notes from five football clinics 9 and persox1al 
interviews with recognized authorities in the field is 
included in an ~vttempt to gather enough necessary data to 
support tha form~tion of a word signal system. 
7 
8 
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A tho~ou.gh and illuatrs..tEH'l explanation of the 
funetio:n and aotua.l words ttsed tor playa by the teama using 
this signal system will b$ presented. Included will be the 
ata.:rt1:ng count used$ 
A .·presentation of as m$.ny other methods of changing 
plMlfS at the line ot scrimmage as the i.nvestigation was 
-
able to obte.:tn will be made"' ~!hese will be compared in 
f~Substance with the word system of calling sign$.lS. 
The compiled reactions and oonurients of the nine 
coatjhea who con$ented to use the system.during the years of 
1954. l9oo, and l9il6 are alao inelud.ed. \rhese ooe.ahes and. 
their ·teams were oon~t"H~ting at all levels "" from Ju.nior high 
sohool through the pro:tessional ra:nkafl 
'l.'he aurmnary, oonolusione ~ and recommendations for 
further FltU.dy wlll follow and will rapr•eaent the f'indings 
of the :t.nvestigato:r. 
Review of the 1.1 teratu.re, 1'here are a number of 
"''"!'<'·~""k'l'''~~ ''·•. 
books by prominent ooaohes whioh deal with foo·tball in 
gemeral, and these books a:r.te very halpful in gathering 
bf!Ltak8l'ound material and technical knowledge of the game. 
However, these booke. in most oases. devote onlY' one 
<Jha:pt~r, ox> a portion of a chapter. to signal systems. 
Further. the e:x;perts very seldom mention how t'hey attempt 
tooall their au.toma.tioa; or, if they do; how su.ocessfu.lly 
their au.tomatia !;'lystem operates.,. 
10 
io~nal, contain a n:u.mber of' good articles which are used. 
...,..,..~~ 
in the' investigation. A complete list of the articles used 
will be :found in the bibliography for periodicals. 
It :may be noted here that the su.bJeot of this 
investigation h.as encountered one difficulty ... tJ:.1.e 
. reluctance of most oos.chea to describe $-COurately thG 
exact marmer in which they change ·their plays at the line 
of sertmmage. 
Of necessity~ the mnin souroe of information in the 
invest~ation o~ne from p$rsonal interviews with recognized 
authorities in the field, and from playera under the 
direction of successful coaohe$ who have used automatic 
CHAPTER II 
THE WORD SYSTEM 
Coaching would be all milk and honey if your 
opponents did exactly what was expected of them. 
Unfortunately, they seldom do - particular~y on 
defense. The modern defense is a complex, shifting 
affair and you need a versatile attack to cope with 
it~-- - -
Since many defenses frequently shift at the 
last possible moment, you also need some sort of 
system which will enable you to change your play 
accordingly. This calls for a thoughtful considera-
tion of automatic signals. 
College and high school teams are becoming more 
and more aware of the value of automatic signals. 
After three years at Yale, I 1ve come to the conclu-
sion that good automatics are an essential part of 
offensive football - that an offense without them is 
equivalent to a team with inadequate reserves.5 
This thought by Gib Holgate typifies the feeling of 
the football staff at Arizona Sta.te College at Tempe in the 
spring of 1952. Efforts were made at that time to put into 
practice one of the several types of automatic systems 
familiar to the members of the coaching staff. At the end 
of spring practice the result was a combination of the usual 
numbering syste~ (with words designating the blocking and 
numbers designating the back carrying the ball and the area 
to be attacked) plus a group of words alone designating 
certain plays normally included in the offense as "automatic" 
5 G:i,b Holgate, "Automatic Play Calls,'' Scholastic 
Coach XXII (September, 1952), p. 7. 
oall$1. In selecting a system of this nature, the staff at 
Al'i2!ona State again pa:rlalleled ·Mr. Uolgate•s thought: 
12 
Some teams automatic almost every play. This is done 
either by completely changing the play called or .by call ... 
:lng :tta .t•eo!pJ:OO(Hll• Flex:J.bility·ls the keynote of th, .. s 
method. However, the full fiJtploitation of it require~ 
much more practice time than most coaches oan affox•d,. · 
•.rhe .Arizona State ooachii1g a ta:f'i' felt; at this t;ime 
that t\llt~ma_tio_s __ a_s_ ~-~o}l __ ,l'~e~t}_f.l_'Vi_tal axld nec~ssal\Y part of 
-----
the offense, but in order• to ·perfect them, too much pre.otioe 
time had to be spent on team recognition of the automst:tc 
calls. As line eoseh on this staff, it became this inveati• 
gator, s duty to produce a. sa tisfaatox•y automatic system. 'l1h0 
reason for giving this assignment to the line coach was thsd~ 
seven linemen were involved, whe1~eas only :f'ot:u ... backs were eon• 
oerned, and tho system should be the airaplest fo1 .. the larger 
group. 
Clark Shaughnessy, then associated with. the Ohieago f~<iuu•s 
professional football team, this inves t!ga tor le~n,.ned thm t 
the signal system used at Stan.t'ord lJni VEU"Si ty in the fHll ot 
1940 was planned to enable the quarterback to run any of the 
three backs thx1ough an off ens! ve hole with any type of block• 
ing. 1'his system gave the quarte:rbaok the flexibility 
-------0Ibid. 
~,, 
to improvise as the g~me developed. 
MP• Shaughneseyts backs were numbered one through 
tour, with the right half as f<nur• 1 left half as two, and the 
fullback as tiu:-ea. The offensive holes wer0 .numbered even 
on the leftt zero th1:•c.:mgh s:i.x• and odd on the right, one 
. through seven.. ~t'ha small digi, ts rap:t~esen t~d the canter holes 
Words were u~ed to ~ea:i.a; ... ______ _ 
nata backfield maneuvers and letters we:t~e used to denote types 
of bloc king<!! 
An example of this would be "44 oountEu: AOon ~'i1e "44tt 
indicates the four be4k (ri.ght half) is to Otai:>l"Y tho ball 
th1~ough the four l'.H)le; "counter*' :tndi<ad:;es the maneuvar to be 
executed by the remaining be:cka ~ 91A" notifies the "on" guard 
thllt he is to make the bloolt on the outside man at the hole; 
and "o'' alex•ts the "offu guEu"d that he is to le~H!J the foul .. 
back tltrough the foux· hole. 
~hE~ value o:f this system is doubted by many coaches. 
At the Nev&ada Coaches Association Oosohing Clinic in Hano, 
Nevada, in June, 1955, uned" Sanders said 1 ni do not allow a 
play to be run in a game if it has not been run a hundred 
times in practice.'* l'he myriad of plays possible under- this 
signal system nmb:es ·chis most impractical. 
J)Jot only does this system present a learnin~ task, 
but it makes selection of " play di:t'i'icult fm:' the quarter• 
back. Bud Wilkinson ex:-pt•tUJSt;tS 1 t this wayf 
14 
Most offenses have many mo1•e. plays and variations 
than we hlil.ve in out• attaol't• However, the sirnpl1o1ty 
of our, of'fenso 1s a' big help ·to the quart~n"'baok. Even 
thpugb ll quarterback is 1u1 excellent lead&t' and possesses 
above .. ave~age lntell:tgence,. a wid~ choice of plays will. 
make 1 t d:1f.f.'1oult for him to call the p:t'oper play in eny 
given situfl.rtion.7 . .· . . · . 
Eaoau·se of this desiX'e .fot• s:tlnplio1ty, the· of.fensi ve 
trend in the pa~t fEtw yea~s has lJeen to feweP plays with bet-
. tej;) &xeout:ton. The need_fjj!1 _ ~~ _(lomplex a· systom_:ts now doubt.,.__ 
~-~-;---~ 
ful. 
In listening to the players talk among themselves during 
a to·otball g~nno or a practice se.ssion, the coaches. observed 
that they did ncdi use the full nomenclatu:t"e ot• the play. but 
· onJ.y a part of it. .F10X1 e:xample, someone would fUlY:fl "Ctall the 
counter ~gain 11 n or nThe trap will go.•* Jitv~u~yone con<Htumed 
knew tmmedia taly to wba t play the spealc&r referred .. 
With the above points in minds; a signal system was 
being sought for use in the Canadian Pt•ofessional League for.• 
the 1954 season by r,arry S!Ennerj.ng, head coach of the Calgary 
Stampeders, the investigator who was sel"'Ving as line coach, 
and .fridwllilrd I~eBaron, quarterback of the Oalgaxly team. In the 
oou:t>se o:t' the discussions :tt was decided to dl?op the use of 
numbe:t•s entix•ely snd use only words, giving each play a one 
WOI'd m.une. Dx•. George Ingebo, eduea tional.. payohologist at 
the College ot the Pacific, pointed out that 1t would be . 
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easier for a football player to attach his position's as-
signment to one word rather than to listen to several words 
and sort out the one that had significance for him. 
Dr. Ingebo also indicated the possibility of naming 
each play with a word suggestive of that type of play. For 
~~~~_insta!J.C~ ~ off_ tackle power plays could be called 11Blast11 to 
one side and "Ram" to the other. The thought association 
between these words and the powerful off tacltle play would 
serve as a memory stimulant to the player. Another memory 
stimulant could be the association of words containing an 
111" in their spelling with plays going to the left; and 
words with an "r" for plays going to the right. These points 
.developed by Dr. Ingebo were invaluable in the development 
of the word signal system. 
In March, 1954, the word system was developed to a 
point that was satisfactory to the Calgary Stampeder staff 
and Mr .. LeBaron. Canadian professional football has only 
three downs in which to make ten yards rather than the 
customary four downs. This places an even higher value on 
the automatic, not only to meet the defense, but also to 
avoid wasting one down with a play which is not sound against 
a particular defense. Therefore, an automatic was considered 
on each down. 
In substance, this is the word signal system. The 
choice of changing the play or running the one called in the 
' 
.! 
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huddle is indio!! ted by the que.rte:<~back each t.ime the team 
comes to the line of scrimmag•~h The word signaling whether 
o!' not; to change :ts inoo:rpo:rated into the sta:r-ting oount~~ 
!rhe team ooroes ovet• the ball and assumes an eJ,bows ... on•knees 
evouch poa:ttion as a pJt•e11m1nary stanoe; at the qu~rte:JJback•s 
oonnnand~ noown,n t;hey lltssu:me tl\ normal thx•e& point stance.-
Many times this is the point at whtoh the defense. wlll change _______ . 
1t 1 t ia going to 011 this pla:r. Afte:t~ tho quar•te:t:•back feels 
that the defense is aot he looks the aet'ensa over tor any 
weakness or poor aligmnent. If he tinda sny, he then calls 
the word designs ting th& play 'h'0 feels will penetl"a te .the da ... 
tense at thi.s weakness or mi~u~ligtunent. It he finds no fault 
with the defense and is sa tist:led with the play Ol>\lled in tb.& 
huddle» he then calls tYU.t a ool<:n:>,. any oolo1,. ~ to :tncli<H~ to to 
the otho~ team members that thel1a will he no change in the 
play call. 
(A oolo:t~ was selected t~s the word to cancel out an 
auto.mat:tc beoauso a majority of ·the OantuU.an teams wex•e using 
colors as ·theb" automatic changes. The thougbt was that this 
would perhaps contuse them somewhat. In post,.gtune con versa• 
tions with opposing plQye:tis it was i'ound that this:t WQ~, indeed, 
the case at times.) 
The qtv.u:)tet•baokts neltlt oonnn~u1d is nr,et•s go,u which 
tells the team tb.at \ilverything is set and prep&r~d to go. 
•rhe quarte:t"baok th~H:t stsrts tb.e count, "On~ up, two up,'' 
J 
etc. The count in its entir•ety, ·then, would be as tollows 
'WhE9n an automatic is being oallecH 
"Down 1 131as t, letts go 11 one up, two up," eta !l 
Wh~n no play change is to ba given it would be as follows# 
''Down, blue 0 letts go, one up, two up," etc. 
~----.-----
The basio off'Emi!Je used in 1954 oenais ted of t;hil"'ty 
runnJ.ng P~lil-~ __ a_rl_d __ n;f!(\l pa~~ patterns, making a total of 
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th:trty-n:tne names to lDe. leaPned by th~ squad. This does not 
indioa.te thirty .... nine separate assignments for each playe:r., 
howe vet~ 11 as thex•e ~:re many duplications ot assignments through ... 
out the of.f'anse, 
'.the next question :ts blocking assignments for) the line• 
men,., Blocking asEd.s;nmen ts a:~e aoaordins to rule blocking. 
Fo:r• instance., the play :n&nHH'l nst:ra:tght,u whicb. is a direct 
handoff to the r•ight bali' st:t:•tdgh·t ahEHHl, calls fo1• the qentor,~~ 
g1..uu ... d, and tackle on the '*ontt side to block man to man it the 
defense :ts ttavenn (that is, no one in :rront of the center and 
a man on the gu.~u~d) • If' the defense is 'bdd" ( th.a t ls, vd th et-
man on the center and no one in fr•r,:mt of the gua:t"d), the gua~d 
and taokte cross bloclt with the guard going first. IJ.1he end 
is alwsys ·t;o get the linebacker on his side, unless there :ts 
a man oval:" him. This is shown in l.i'igure 2 on page lEh 
All play a:u:tgnments 6\re designated 1n the same man-
ner, with the exception of those plays that ave to be run 
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FIGURE 2 
"Odd" and "Even" Blocking Assignments on a Straight Handoff 
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off tackle. In .this area, because of the variety of posi-
tions possible to be taken by the defensive end, tackle, and 
linebacker in combination, it was felt that some signal 
should be given for clarification of the assignments for the 
11 on11 side. Because the tackle position is in the center of 
this area, the tackle was chosen to give this signal. Frank 
Leahy advances this same supposition and has his tackles 
call the "on" side blocking arrangement. 8 
Hampton Poole, in a personal interview with this 
investigator in September of 1952, (at which time he was 
head coach of the Los Angeles Rams professional football 
team) said that any one defensive man is limited to three 
defensive positions, including head on, outside or inside 
the offensive blocker. 
For this reason, three calls were selected to be made 
by the offensive tackle, "odd," "even," and "cover." The 
call "odd" by the tackle means that the defensive tackle is 
in such a position that the offensive tackle can block him 
in by himself. The end is to get any middle linebacker; if 
there is no middle linebacker he blocks the closest line-
backer. The guard then is assigned the defensive end. The 
ca:Ll "even'' indicates that the defensive tackle is playing 
8 Frank Leahy, Notre Dame Football - The "T" Forma-
tion (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1949), p:-2~ 
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too wide for the offensive tackle to block him in, and the 
offensive tackle would switch assignments with the end with 
the guard still blocking the defensive end outward. The 
call ncover" means that a defensive man has moved up on the 
line of scrimmage in front of the end. In this case the 
tackle blocks the man "over" him, or the first man to his 
------
inside; the end blocks the first man to his outside, not 
counting the man "covering" him. The guard is then assigned 
to pull behind his tackle and block the man "covering" the 
end outwardly. (See Figure 3.) These calls only ha.ve sig-
nificance when the play is to be run off tackle. Both 
tackles make one of these calls on each play calling what-
ever happens to be the defensive situation on his side on 
that particular play. This avoids giving the defense any 
indication of which side will be attacked or revealing when 
the play will actually be run off tackle. 
This call is made after the quarterback has made his 
decision whether to remain with the play called in the 
huddle or use an automatic. The complete count from both 
the quarterback and the tackle is as follows: 
Quarterback: "Down, blue," 
Tackle: 11 odd 11 
Quarterback: "let's go, one up, two up, three up." 
When the play is to be changed, the count would be 
the same except that the play name would be substituted for 
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FIGURE 3 
"Odd,rr "Even," and "Cover" Blocking Assignments 
on an Off Tackle Play 
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the color. 
When in the count, the quarterback must pause at the 
appropriate place to give the tackle an opportunity to make 
his call. This call must be made in a crisp, firm manner, 
loud enough for all concerned to hear. 
If at any time the quarterback feels that the defense 
has become aware of the significance of his automatic calls, 
he may make a false call. This is done in the following 
manner. In the huddle the quarterback will call the name of 
the play that he wishes to run, plus the snap number; he 
then adds the word "phony." The addition of this word to 
the play name and snap number indicates that he will make an 
"automatic" call at the line of scrimmage, but it will be a 
false call and have no significance. When a false call is 
used the play called in the huddle must be run. There is no 
way of changing the play at the line of scrirrunage. The use 
of this false call procedure enables a coach to hold intra-
squad scrimmages. It prevents the defense from cueing on 
the quarterback's automatic calls at the line of scrimmage. 
The real test of an automatic system is its ability to play 
successfully against itself. 
SELECTION OF PLAY NAMES 
The first audible automatic call was used at Yale in 
1872. When the quarterback coughed it meant that he wanted 
i 
! 
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the center to snap the ball to him, rather than to the man 
originally indicated. 9 From this beginning the selection of 
words used in signal systems has developed many facets. The 
words must not sound enough alike to allow a misinterpreta-
tion. For instance, the word 11 Slam11 could be used to desig-
nate one play and the word "Ram" another. When either of 
these words is used in the huddle or at the line of scrim~ 
mage,. there is a distinct possibility that one may be con-
fused with the other. 
Dr. George Ingebo, during the interview previously 
mentioned, pointed out that similar thought associations may 
also cause a confusion between play names. For example, the 
thought associations between the two words "Slip" and 
11 Slide 11 are so similar that one may be mistaken in the mind 
of a player for the other. 
There are several things to be kept in min4 when 
selecting play names. Important p.mong these are the fol-
lowing: 
· . .. - .. -:-
1• The words must be phonetically different so 
as to prevent confusion. 
2. The thought association between the words 
must be dissimilar enough to avoid mental error. 
9 Amos Alonzo Stagg, in a personal interview, October, 
3. The names should be suggestive of the type 
of play they represent. 
4. The names should !lot· be too suggestive .to 
the defense. 
An example of number 4 is the situation in which the word 
11 Quick 11 is used, commonly, to designate a straight ahead 
handoff in the 11 T11 formation. This would be too obvious a 
hint to the defense. On the other hand, the word "Throw" 
might be used to designate a pitch-out play because it may 
possibly suggest a pass to the defense. 
Sam Clagg summarizes the thought on the use of sug-
gestive names in this way: 
A coa.ch will do well in his active terminology 
to retain the descriptive words of his coaching, 
if possible. Most coaches make use of brief, 
meaningful words, such as 1Snap, 1 '£8coil, 1 'Re-
sist,' 'Cut,' 'Follow,' and others. 
24 
As an example of words for a complete offense, Figure 
4 represents the offense used by the Calgary Stampeders in 
1954. The names are listed under the offensive holes 
through which they are run, as compared to the number system 
of Mr. Shaughnessy which was explained previously. Each 
play has two words, one for the play to the right and one 
for the same play to the left.· It will be noticed that the 
10 Sam Clagg, "Psychology of Teaching Offensive 
Number System," Athletic Journal, XXXII (March, 1952), 
p. 50. 
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FIGURE 4 
Comparison Between a Numbering System and the Word System 
A. Shaughnessy Numbering System 
60402(§)0®103 0 5 ® 7 
-------- ----- --- --- -- G) 
B. Running Plays - Word System 
"'o1- o ,_o~o-t o i'o ~ o t 
Split Pop Level Bear Wolf Straight Blast Crack 
Feel Step Tiger Q Lion Stride Rub 
Lob Return Flame Fire Reverse Throw 
Slap Slant Angle Swat· 
Fly Flip 
Roll Round 
Option Q Q Q Choice 
c. Pass Plays - Word System 
Leo 
Rodger 
John 
Jack 
Letty 
Rose 
Jane 
Jill 
I 
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running play names are to some extent suggestive as to the 
type of play represented. The pass plays are named for men 
and women. A man's name indicates the primary receiver is 
on the left; a woman's name means the primary receiver is on 
the right. If a pass from a running play is desired, the 
play name is called, followed by the word "Pass." Samples 
of this are "Straight Pass; 11 11 Pop Pass,n etc. 
I 
CHAPTER III 
OTHER AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS 
It is the purpose of this chapter to present all the 
data available on the various automatic systems that have 
been used or are in use today. For the convenience of the 
study each system will be presented separately and a brief 
comparison of each will be made with the word system. 
San Francisco ~ Automatic System. During the 
1950-51-52 seasons the following system of automatic calls 
was used by the San Francisco team. 
As the scouting report was presented to the coaches, 
they analyzed the various defenses which could be expected 
during the game. With these defenses in mind, they selected 
six to eight running plays and four or five passes to be 
used as automatics. These plays were assigned a range of 
numbers. The calling of any one of the nmfibers within this 
range revealed which play was to be run. For example, if a 
. quarterback sneak were selected for use as an automatic in 
this game, it would be assigned the number range from one to 
five; if the quick handoff to the right half were selected, 
an ~ number range from six to ten would be assigned; the 
quick handoff to the left half would be designated by an odd 
number from six to ten. This corresponded to the normal 
numbering system of ~ on the right and odd on the lefto 
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Any other running plays selected were assigned number ranges 
in the same manner, the. higher the range the wider the play 
attacked the defense. In other words, one to five indicated 
a quarterback sneak, six to ten the quick ha.ndoffs, eleven 
to twenty off tackle, and twenty-one to thirty wide. Passes 
had number ranges above forty. Any odd number from forty-
one to forty-five would be a buttonhook to the left end; an 
even number in this range designated the same pass to the 
right. 
A key phrase, such as "heads up," was used in the 
starting count to alert the team that a play change was in 
the making. Thus, the count when no e.utomatic was called 
was "Down, set, one, two, three, etc.;" with an automatic it 
was "Down, heads up, eight, set, one, two, three. 11 The 
phrase "heads up'' was added when the team members had dif-
ficulty in recognizing that an automatic signal was called. 
Compariso~ with the word system. This automatic 
system made it necessary for the squad members to memorize 
a duplicate signal system for the plays selected each week. 
It was also difficult to use in intrasquad scrimmages with-
out considerable renovation by the offensive team. 
This method necessitated a large amount of mental 
·alertness and a great deal of practice time to perfect. As 
pointed out in Chapter I, the occasion to use an automatic 
arises only five or six times in a ball game; therefore, the 
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time and effort needed to perfet;tt it seems excessive., 
This system was designed and used at the pr)ofess:tonal 
·level and then with ,some :difficulty. .It is not suggested fo'IJI 
use at any lower level of competition • 
.!!• §_ .. N:~.YP-1 .[.ipa~e .. l!3I Automat1!, ',iilSlmr.!,• . This .system was 
deso:r•ibed to the 1nvest1gato:v by 1~rn1e Jorge, line aoaoh at 
. . ll . 
. the Academy- sln<Hil the l\155 season. . 'J.ihe Naval Academy team .. 
number•s the offensive holes f:t•o.m the center outwar•dly, with 
the odd l'lUXll\Jers on the right and the even numbers on the ].eft., 
The coaches choose fx•ora their of'fensi va repertoi:t:•e tan 
plays they feel J;d.ll be e.t'fective automntios. To these plays 
they them a a sign m:;unbers £:rom zero to nine. Again the small 
digits indicate the inside holes, the la.J?ge digits the wide 
holes o But n.ow the .. ?d?. numbexas ave UJil~d for• the 1~ight side, 
the !JVe~~. f.o:r.• the lett. Inocn:opol?eted with these digits is a 
key numbex: from one to nine that will validate the automatic 
numl,Hltr. I..et us swy that for a given game f1 ve is the key 
numbet>" · It the quarterback wEn•e to call nnown, · fi va - ·bwo" 
the automatic play nunibel" two would be run; 'J.f ht!l called 
nDovm, s1~ .. two" the play decided upon in the huddle would 
be run because six is not the key number. 
At the Academy the tackles St:t•e asked to make Q. 
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blocking call on each play. If the play is to be run inside 
tackle and the offensive tackle wishes to exchange blocks 
with the offensive guard, he calls 11Switch.n If the play is 
to be run off tackle and the offensive tackle wishes to ex-
change trlocking assignments with the offensive end, he calls 
"Change." The quarterback pauses after his automatic call 
to allow the tackle to make his decision and call. The count 
with no automatic call is: 
Quarterbaclc: "Down, o. K.," 
Tackle: "Change," 
Quarterback; "Hut two, hut two, etc." 
When an automatic call is made it would be as follows: 
Quarterback: "Down, five - two," 
Tackle: "Switch," 
Quarterback: "Hut two, hut two, etc.tt 
Comparison with.!!:!.§. word system. Again the complaint 
arises that the automatic system used requires the player to 
learn a duplicate set of signals for those plays that are 
selected as automatics. Time must be set aside for the 
practicing of automatics. Also, the addition of the key 
number technique requires more thought at a time when the 
player is concentrating on the assignment at hand. 
The key number method does contain the advantage of 
flexibility. It may be changed from game to game, or from 
quarter to quarter. However, the added burden of learning 
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and recognition remains. 
Detroit Lions Automatic System. Buddy Parker, coach 
of the Detroit Lions professional football team, feels that 
the huddle will soon be eliminated from offensive football. 
12 With the huddle too many plays are being wasted. He has 
placed great emphasis on automatics. 
Mr. Parker makes no attempt to change a sweep once it 
has been called in the huddle. The switch usually is made 
when a play has been called to one of the inside holes. 13 
These changes are made by the use of two key colors, one 
designating that the play called in the huddle will be run, 
the other that a change will be made. After the key colors 
have been selected, plays are chosen to be designated a.s 
automatics. The plays in which the left half carries the 
ball are numbered in the forties, the fullback plays in the 
thirties, and those of the right half in the twenties. 
Let us suppose that blue indicates that the play 
called in the huddle will .. be run, and orange signals a 
change will be made. The count then would be "Down, blue, 
thirty•orte, 0,. K., one, two, etc. 11 if the original play is 
to be retained, or "Down, ..Qrange, thirty-one, o. K., one, 
12 Buddy Parker; We Play to Win (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), p. 206. 
i3 Ibid., p. 57. 
I 
i 
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two, etc." if the change is desired. 14 The use of the two 
key colors is similar to the use of key numbers in the Naval 
Academy automatic system. In the case mentioned above, 
nBlue, thirty-one" is a false call for the fullback play, 
whereas "Orange, thirty-one" is the automatic call for that 
play to be run. 
~--- ~- -~-~ - --~-
Comparison ~ the word sxstem. Again the first 
objection is that the numbers assigned to the automatics and 
the key colors a.re not a part of the signal system normally 
used. This again represents a. duplicate learning situation. 
The differentiation between the key colors is sometimes hard 
under the stress of the game. This system also requires 
that time be set aside for the practice of the automatic 
system itself. 
It would be difficult for a squad to have intrasquad 
scrimmage and use automatics unless the key colors were 
changed frequently and the thirty - forty - twenty series 
numbers were changed so as not to indicate fullback, left 
half, and right half. If this were not done the defense 
could play the back called (the fullback when any thirty 
number was called, the left half when any forty number was 
called, etc.). 
Addition~ Subtr~ion Automatic System. This 
14 Personal interview with Doak Walker, former 
Detroit Lions player, February, 1954. 
~ 
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system of calling automatics is widely used by split 11 T11 
teams. Its origination is commonly attributed to Bud Wil-
kinson of the University of Oklahoma. This method uses 
simple arithmetic. Wilkinson describes it in his book. 
We have a very simple method of checking 
signals. When the quarterback is up over the 
ball and wishes to change the play, he simply 
--ma.kes-the--stateme11t, lladd tvvo," "subtract 1,n 
"add 4, 11 or something of a similar nature. The 
players do the mathematics in their heads and 
immediately come up with the.new play number.-
For example, play No. 30 has been called in 
the huddle, and when the quarterback gets to 
the line of scrimmage he sees that the three 
hole is open. He says, 11add three." Everyone 
on the team would know .that No. 33 was going 
to be run. Similarly, if he had called play 
No. 39 and upon reaching the line of scrimmage 
saw that the No. 40 play was open he would say, 
"add on~" to change the play to No .. 40.15 
The use of this system necessitates that the normal 
signal system be called by just the use of the number, and 
that the blocking assignments be made by the use of rules. 
At Oklahoma they call only the formation, play number, and 
snap signal in the huddle. It is th_en up to the tackle on 
the non" side to indicate the blocking patte;n.l6 
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Comparison with 1h§. word s:y:stem~ In discussing this 
system, Stanley West, a player at the University of Oklahoma 
from 1946 through 1949, stated that the automatic call was 
15 Wilkinson, ££• cit., p. 237. 
16 Ibid. , pp. 78-82. 
not incorporated into the starting count on each play, and 
on the occasions that it was used it came as a surprise to 
the team members. He felt that if an automatic were con-
34 
sidered, and run or discarded on each play, then the system 
would be more effective.l7 
The objection of additional learning, over and above 
---- --~-- -~- -- - -~~ ~ 
the normal signal system, is again present. The addition 
and subtraction, simple as it may seem, is a task when the 
players are under emotional strain. The perfection of this 
system depends upon practice time being devoted strictly to 
the automatics. 
In use this system sometimes gives a cue to the 
defense; the word "addtt indicates that a play is being di-
rected further out along the defensive line, and the word 
nsubtract" shows that the play is being directed to a hole 
closer to the center. This may help the defense to know the 
approximate area to be attacked by the offense. 
Terry Brennan, head coach at the University of Notre 
Dame, has objections to this method. 
This system may appear simple enough, but I feel 
this way: There are only a few seconds to make a 
decision at the line of scrimmage, and while the 
quarterback might do the addition or subtraction 
with ease, the other players--particularly the line-
men--may encounter some difficulty. Even the rela-
17Personal interview in Los Angeles, August, 1952. 
tively simple arithmetic can, in that brief inter-
val, mar their concentration on their actual duty 
--that of blocking the man up front.l8 
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Notre Dame "Live" and "~" Color System. This 
system parallels quite closely the one used by the Detroit 
Lions. Notre Dame's entire running offense is incorporated, 
however. The offensive numbering system used at Notre Dame 
is the conventional "T" numbering system, with the even 
numbers on the left side and the odd on the right. The 
backs are numbered onethrough four; the quarterback is one, 
the left half two, the fullback three, and the right half 
four. The play is called simply by calling the ball-
carrier's number through the desired hole. No blocking word· 
or descriptive phrase is used. 
A color is chosen and designated as "live," meaning 
that when prefaced by this color the play called at the line 
of scrimmage will be run. If "Blue." were selected as the 
"live" color and "Blue twenty-nine" were called,. it would 
indicate that play number twenty-nine was to be run. If 
"Red twenty-nine 11 were called it would be a. false call and 
would not be run. 
Mr. Brennan feels that the use of the "live" color 
serves as an alerting mechanism to the members of the team. 
18 Terry Brennan, 11Changing Your Plays on the Line of 
Scrimmage," Scholastic Coach, .XXV (September, 1955), p. 14. 
When they hear a 11 live" color called they are immediately 
aware that a change of play will follow. If they hear a 
"dead" color then they concentrate on the job at hand as 
designated by the play called in the huddle. The quarter-
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back is instructed to make a call using a 11dea.d 11 color often 
19 
enough to keep the defense honest. · 
Comparison with the word system. Once again, another 
learning situation for the team members arises, this time 
because the use of colors is not encountered in the normal 
signal system. In order for the squad to hold scrimmages, 
these "live" and "dead" colors must be changed before each 
scrimmage so that the defense will not be given a cue. 
Practice time must be set aside for the squad to be able to 
execute the "live" and "dead" calls with the degree of ef-
ficiency necessary in a game. These calls of colors are 
not made on ~very play, but only as the quarterback feels 
that an automatic is needed, or when he decides that a false 
call should be used to confuse the defense. 
Los Angeles Rams Automatic System. During the season 
of 1952, Hampton Poole was head coach of the Los Angeles team. 
In a personal interview with Duane Putnam, Ram guard, he 
expla.ined Mr. Poole's sys tern. 
The plays that were selected to be used as automatics 
19 ~., p. 15. 
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were given names. The names that began with the letter n1n 
were plays run to the left; those that began with "R" were 
to the right. Running plays were named for objects and pass 
plays for men or womeno These names were given over and 
above the r·egular signal system. They represented a dual-
designation system for the selected plays. The fullback 
slant play, normally called 11 Thirty-six drive A" to the left 
and "Thirty.;..five drive A" to the right.~~ became 11Rock" to the 
right and "Log" to the left under the automatic system. The 
play, "Twenty-nine H sweep, 11 was a wide end run to the right, 
and 11Forty-eight H sweep" was the wide end run to the left. 
They were designated as "Round" to the right and "Loop" to 
the left as automatics. 
The "Ln and "R" principle also applied to the men's 
and women's names assigned to the pass plays. The longer 
the name used, the longer the pass pattern to be run. For 
instance, "Lou" was a hook pass to the left end; "Ray" was a 
hook pass to the right end. "Rosey" was a deep pass to the 
right end; "Larry" was a deep pass to the left end. 20 
This system worked well for the Los Angeles Rams. 
However.~~ it must be kept in mind that the players involved 
were of a professional level, both in ability and experience • 
.Q.gmpariso:q .!!:!ill the word s:ystem. This automatic 
20 Personal interview, December, 1952. 
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system represents a pure dual-designation method, requiring 
the players to learn two systems of signals. There is also 
a recognition problem involved when the play is called 
during the game. Practice time in considerable quantity 
must be devoted to the learning and recognition of these 
name designations. At the professional level this system 
did function to the satisfaction of those concerned, but 
even there some errors and memory lapses occurred. 21 
Numbers in Series Automatic System. In using this 
system the offense is set up in series as to the type of 
play run, and the series is given a one digit number. Then 
each play within this series is given a one digit number 
corresponding with the numbering of the offensive holes. A 
third single digit is added, representing the snap number. 
For example, "One nine two'' would describe the number one 
series, the nine--or wide--play in that series, and the snap 
of the ball on two. 
The number series are called in sets of three, and 
the team selects either the first, second, or third set of 
digi',ts to be the significant set. The set selected will 
vary from quarter to quarter or game to game to keep the 
defense honest. 
21 Personal interview with Duane Putnam, December, 
1952. 
Coach Bud Andrus of Minnetonka High School, Excel-
sior, Minnesota, used this system in the following manner: 
Assume that we are operating from a basic 
split T formation with an occasional shift to the 
short punt to keep the defense guessing. The 
offensive holes are numbered from one through 
nine, starting on the right flank. For example, 
we might call our running plays from this basic 
formation our 100 series. If the quarterback 
--no-tic-e-s -tha.t -o:Qly one man is pla.ying -outside our 
left end in the scrimmage area, he will direct a 
play from the split T at the 9 hole. Then the 
play is 190; one means split T formation, and 9 
means the play is to be run at the nine spot. 
If the ball is to be snapped on the three count, 
the play will be 193. • •• 
The split T pass patterns will be our 200 
series. If our quarterback should call (here 
• • • we are listening to the second set of 
digits only) 142-211-525, it would mean that we 
would throw split T pass pattern No. 1 on the 
count of 1. 
Our short punt running plays could be called 
the 300 series, and the short punt pass plays 
could be the 400 series. The shift from the 
split T to the short punt formation could be 
made on a predetermined key number.22 
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This system may be used as a complete offensive 
signal system, eliminating the huddle completely, or it may 
be used as a supplement to the normal signal system and 
function as an automatic system alone. 
Comparison ~ the word syst~. Here the offensive 
team encounters the problem of listening to three sets of 
22 Bud Andrus, "The Huddle--Is It Old-fashioned?)' 
Athletic Journal, XXXVI (April, 1956), p. 42. 
numbers, selecting the one set that has meaning, and then 
breaking this set down into series, play, and snap number. 
All of this must be done very quiclcly. As Coach Brennan 
pointed out (pp. 34-35), there are only a few seconds to 
make decisions at the line of scrimmage, and any mental 
effort on the part of the linemen especially may detract 
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from their primary task, that of blocking the man over them. 
This system, by varying the significant set of 
numbers, could be used in an intrasquad scrimmage without 
giving the play away to the defense. If the system were 
used to supplement the normal signal system, it would 
require extensive practice time to perfect; if it were used 
as the only signal system, this objection would be elimi-
nated. 
These, then, are the basic systems of automatics in 
use today. There are other systems, but they are combina-
tions or offshoots of these. 
There is, for example, the color system used by Coach 
John McMahon, Tappan Zee High School, Piermont, New York. 
He describes it this way: 
l. In the huddle every play is given a color. 
For example, Red 42 on 2 might be the quarterback's 
call. 
2. Up on the line the quarterback may wish to 
change the play. To make the cha.nge he merely calls 
out any color but the one called in the huddle. Then 
he waits a second and calls a play right at the line. 
Naturally the snap signal remains constant. 
3. If the quarterback feels that the defense is 
catching on to his signals, he merely uses a dummy 
call by calling out the same color that was given 
in the huddle. As soon as his teammates hear a 
color that matches the huddle color, they disregard 
any play that is subsequently called. This dummy 
call is used a few times in each game to keep the 
defense honest. 
4e The rule to follow for easy learning is as 
follows: 
a. Color same, play the same. 9 
----------b-.-- Coior change, play change."'3-
This obviously is an adaptation of the 11live 11 and 
"deadtt color system and would have the same objectionable 
features, plus the additional one that the player must re-
member the color designation given to the play in the 
huddle. 
Visual Automatic §ystem. There is another type of 
automatics that must be mentioned. It involves just the 
flankered end or back and the quarterback. By a visible 
sign or set position, the flanker informs the quarterback 
what his pass route will be. 
Coach Brennan describes this method as used by the 
Chicago Bears professional football team in 1954, as 
follows: 
The Chicago Bears last year used hand signals 
in calling automatics on pass patterns. They'd 
have a back flankered on one side _and an end split 
23 John J. McMahon, "Say It With Colors," Athletic 
Journal, XXXVI (April, 1956), p. 28. 
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on the other. These players would size up their 
defensive coverage and then hand signal the quarter-
back that they were going to change their path.24 
42 
This type of automatic, while limited to pass plays 
with flankers, does afford two advantagess Without speaking 
a word the play has been changed, and the blocking assign-
ments have not been altered. 
The Los Angeles Rams made extensive use of this type 
of automatic under Hampton Poole. In a personal interview 
Tom Fears, Rams end, stated that although the Rams used this 
visual automatic with both the flanked back and the split 
end, the preference was to use it with the split end. The 
purpose of the flanked back was to obtain as much rotation 
· as possible from the defensive backfield, in order to get a 
man to man coverage situation on the.split end opposite the 
flanker. The end could then tell the quarterback, by body 
position, what pass pattern he was going to runo 
For instance, if the end felt that the man covering 
him was too deep, he might want to run a "buttonhook" 
pattern. The signal for this pattern we.s a three point 
stance by the end. Perhaps the E)nd felt that the defender 
was too far to his in~side, and he wanted to run a "corner" 
pattern; he would then stand erect with his hands at his 
,sides. The signal for a nsidelinen pattern was standing 
24 Brennan, .2.:2• cit., p. 90., 
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erect with the hands on the hips. 
This type of visual automatic pass was called in the 
huddle by the quarterback, who would say "left half set 
right, left end pass," or "right half set left, right end 
pass .. 1125 
This visual method depends on the end or flanker 
having a sound knowledge of defensive pass coverage and 
defensive backfield play. For this reason it may be dif-
ficult for college and high school teams to use. Coach 
Brennan also feels that this is the case. 26 
Automatic system to change pass patterns in route. 
During the 1953 football season, Bill Wilson, end for the 
San Francisco 49ers, and y., A. Tittle, quarterback for that 
team, developed a method by which a pass pattern could be 
changed while it was actually in the process of being run. 
It hinges on the quarterback and end both recognizing the 
defensive pass coverage and executing a pattern that will 
be successful against this coverage. 
For example, if a pass play were called in the 
huddle that required Wilson, as left end, to run a "corner" 
pattern, and as he moved down the field on this pattern he 
saw the defensive back playing him deep and to the outside, 
25 Personal interview with Tom Fears, December, 1953~ 
26 Brennan, loc. cit. 
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then, rather than run the covered pattern, Wilson would 
execute a deep "buttonhookn maneuver. Tittle, the quarter-
back, watching Wilson in the pattern, also recognized that 
the defensive back was playing him for the "corner" pattern 
and knew that in this situation Wilson would switch to the 
deep nbuttonhook" maneuver. 27 
The situations and their alternate patterns were 
agreed upon by the end and the quarterbacko This type of 
____ cjlang_e_is difficult to effect at the lower levels of com-
petition.. A great deal of practice is necessary between the 
end and quarterback, not only to execute the alternate 
patterns successfully, but also for both players to rec-
ognize the situation correctly. 
27 Personal interview with Bill Wilson, February, 
1954. 
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CHAPTER IV 
COMMENTS OF 'rHE COACHES USING 'rHE WORD SYSTEM 
The contents of this chapter are devoted to the 
comments and reactions of nine coaches to the word system. 
These nine men have used this system for one year or more. 
- -- ---- ------ ----
Any variations they have introduced will also be included 
here. The coaches are: 
1. Larry Siemering--Calgary Stampeders, 1954, and 
Santa Cruz Iligh School, 1956. 
2. Jack Myers--College of the Pacific, 1955-56. 
3. Don Hall--Stockton College Mustangs, 1955-56. 
4. Harry Kane--Stockton College Colts, 1955-56. 
5. Charles Gordet--Stagg Iugh School, 1956. 
6-. Bill Pa.rton--Edison High School, 1956. 
7. George Brumm--Franklin Iligh School, 1956. 
8. Wilbur Wood--Novato Union High School, 1956. 
9. Bill Gott--Stockton College Colts (assista.nt 
coach), 1956, and Stagg High School (head coach), 
1957. 
These coaches were each interviewed personally and 
they were asked the following questions: 
1. Does the word system eliminate practice time for 
just automatics? 
2. Do you feel that plays are easier or more 
difficult to learn as compared with the numbers-
plus-words system? 
3. Do you feel that your opponents at any time 
"caught onn to the automatic system? 
4. Do you feel that intrasquad scrimmages are 
possible with the word system? 
5. Do you plan to continue using the word 
system? 
Their reaction to these questions and their general 
comments are presented separately under their names. 
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Larr.z Siemering, Coach, Ca.lgary Stampeders, Calgaty, 
Alberta, Canada, 1954, and Santa Cruz rtlgh School, Santa 
Cruz, California, 1956. Mr. Siemering was one of the origi-
nators of the word system and was the first head coach to 
use it. It was initially used with the Calgary team during 
the 1954 seasono !lis answers and comments are as follows: 
Question No. 1. Does the word system eliminate 
practice time for just automatics? 
Answer. Yes, automatics are practiced by having the 
team run dummy scrimmage with no huddle. 
Question !Q. 2. Do you feel plays are easier or more 
difficult to lea.rn as compared to the numbers-plus-words 
system? 
Answer. Easier. Easier to teach also, because no 
time need be taken to acquaint players with a numbering 
------~------ --
system plus words indicating the play pattern. 
Question No. 3. Do you feel that your opponents at 
any time "caught on" to the automatic system? 
Answer. Not that we were able to observe. 
Questioq No. 4. Do you feel that intrasquad scrim-
mages are possible with the word system? 
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Answer. Certainly. With the use of phony calls such 
scrimmages are possible. This is the real test: to be able 
to use it against your own men. 
Questio11 No • ..§. Do you plan to continue using the 
word system? 
Answer. Yes, definitely. 
General Comraents. With this system it is easier to 
add plays to the offense during the season. When a play is 
added, the team will absorb it faster and retain it longer 
if they are asked for name suggestions for the play. 
It is possible to use more plays per game with this 
method because less time is spent in the huddle. It is also 
possible to eliminate the huddle if.the situation warrants 
it near the close of the first half or the end of the game. 
Jack M1e~, Coach, College 2f t~e Pacific, Stockton, 
Californaa, 1955-56. Coach Myers first used the word system 
in the 1955 season. His :reactions are as follows: 
Question !Q. 1. Does the word system eliminate 
practice time for just automatics? 
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Answer. Yes. There is no need to devote any time to 
a.utomatics if plays are run with no huddle occasionally. 
Questio~ No. 2. Do you feel that plays are easier or 
more difficult to learn as compared with the numbers-plus-
words system? 
Answer. Plays are easier to learn with the word 
system. We feel that the player learns the whole play, as 
well as what we are trying to do with the play. 
guestion No. 3. Do you feel that your opponents at 
any time "caught on 11 to the automatic system? 
Answer. No, they never reacted to the automatic call. 
_Questioq l'LQ .. 4. Do you feel that intrasquad scrim-
mages are possible with the word system? 
~~· Yes. However, enough false calls must be 
used to keep the defense from listening to the quarterback. 
Question No. 5. Do you plan to continue using the 
word system? 
Answer. Yes. 
General Comments. The biggest advantage of the word 
system is that it is a whole system; the signal system and 
the automatics are one. The players learn the play by seeing 
the entire pattern, rather than just their own separate part. 
Don Hall, Coach, Stockton College Mustangs, Stockton, 
California, 1955-56. Coach Hall has used the word system 
since 1955. He comments as follows: 
Ques~ No. 1. Does the word system eliminate 
practice time for just automatics? 
Answer. Yes. It also saves practice time by doing 
away with the huddle during dummy scrimmage. 
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Question No. 2. Do you feel that plays are easier or 
more difficult to learn as compared with the numbers-plus-
words system? 
Answer. They are easier to learn in the word system. 
Time is saved, too, by not having to teach the players the 
location of the offensive holes. 
Quest~on No. 3. Do you feel that your opponents at 
any time "caught on" to the automatic system? 
Answer. No, we never found that they did. 
Question No. 4. Do you feel that intrasquad scrim-
mages are possible with the word system? 
Answer. Yes, so long as phonies are used. 
guestion No. 5. Do you plan to continue using the 
word system? 
Answer. Yes. 
General Comments. The word system has speeded up our 
practice sessions. We spend less time in the huddle and 
often eliminate it completely. Plays are more easily added 
to the offense. With the word system we are able to run 
more plays per ball game. 
Harrl Kane, Coach, Stockton College Colts, Stockton, 
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California, 1955-56. Coach Kane used the word system during 
the 1955 and 1956 seasons with the Colts. His thoughts and 
observations are presented here: 
Question BQ. 1. Does the word system eliminate 
practice time for just automatics? 
Answer. Definitely, because automatics and the 
signal system are the same. 
Question .!iQ. 2. Do you feel that plays are easier or 
more difficult to learn as compared with the numbers-plus-
words system? 
Answer. T.hey are easier to learn, .but it is hard to 
eliminate any confusion that develops late in the season, 
with regard to such things as blocking assignments. 
Question Bg. 3. Do you feel that your opponents at 
any time "caught on" to the automatic system? 
Answer. We did not use automatics to any great 
extent. 
Question Noe 4. Do you feel that intrasquad scrim-
. mages are possible with the word system? 
Answer. Yes. If we had used automatics we would 
have been able to do so without our defense being able to 
key on the calls. 
Question ]£. ~. Do you plan to continue using the 
word system? 
Answer. Yes, we are sold on it. 
!'___: 
~--
--
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General Comments. We found that we could get plays 
in to the quarterback more easily during a ball game. The 
nomenclature is simpler for the players, especially the 
quarterback. In general it is less complicated than the 
numbers-plus-words method. The words have more meaning than 
the numbers. 
Charles Gordet, Coach, Stagg High School, Stockton, 
California, 1956. Coach Gordet used the word system during 
the 1956 season, his first as Stagg High School football 
coach. His answers to the questions are listed below: 
Question No. 1. Does the word system eliminate 
practice time for just automatics? 
Answer. Yes. No practice time at all need be as-
signed to the sole practice of automatics. 
Question No. 2. Do you feel that plays a:re easier or 
more difficult to learn as compared with the numbers-plus-
words system? 
Answer. The words are·easier if there is some associ,.. 
ation between the plays and the words. 
Question No. 3. Do you feel that your opponents at 
any time "caught on 11 to the automatic system? 
Answer. No. No one ever "caught on." 
Question Mg. 4. Do you feel that intrasquad scrim-
mages are possible with the word system? 
Answer. Yes, as long as phonies are used. 
Question.No • ..§. Do you plan to continue using the 
word system? 
Answer.. Yes, most definitely. 
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General Comments. This was Stagg High School's first 
varsity team, and in such a situation the word system was a 
natural. It is easy to learn, complete with automatics, and 
foolproof. The players are enthusiastic about it. Our team 
members helped in choosing names for the plays we added 
during the season. They enjoyed doing this and remembered 
them well. 
Bill Parton, Coach, Edison High School, Stockton, 
California, 1956. Coach Parton became familiar with the 
word system as backfield coach for the Stockton College 
Mustangs during the 1955 season. The next year, as head 
coach at Edison Iligh School, he installed it with his team. 
These are his answers to the questions: 
Question No. 1. Does the.word system eliminate 
practice time for just automatics? 
Answer. Yes. Just run your offense with no huddle. 
Question No. 2. Do you feel that plays are easier 
or more difficult to learn as compared with the numbers-plus-
words system? 
Answer. Easier. With a new group, scrimmages are 
possible several days sooner. 
Question No. Q• Do you feel that your 0pponents at 
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any time "caught on" to the automatic system? 
Answer. We did not use automatics much, but I do not 
feel that they would have. 
Question !Q. 1· Do you feel that intrasquad scrim-
mages are possible with the word system? 
Answer. Yes, but phony calls must be incorporated,. 
----------
Questiof! 1!2· .§. Do you plan to continue using the 
word system? 
Answer. Yes, we do. 
General Comments. I was dubious in 1955, when I 
first heard about the word system, but during that season I 
became convln::ed of its practicability. It is very popular 
with the players, simple to teach and learn, and is complete 
within itself. 
George Brumm, Coach~ Franklin High School, Stockton, 
California, 1956. Coach Brumm used the word system during 
the 1956 season. Listed here are his answers: 
.Question No. 1. Does the word system eliminate 
practice time for just automatics? 
Answer. Yes, it does. 
Question No. 2. Do you feel that plays are easier 
or more difficult to learn as compared with the numbers-
plus-words ~ystem? 
Answer. The words are easier to learn; the players 
remember them better. 
i 
Question No .. 3.. Do you feel that your opponents at 
any time "caught on" to the automatic system? 
Answer. No, definitely not. 
Question No. 4. Do you feel that intrasquad scrim-
mages are possible with the word system? 
Answer. Yes, but the quarterback must make use of 
-------------
phony calls. 
Question No. 5. Do you plan to continue using the 
word system? 
Answer. Yes, we do. 
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General Comments. It is difficult to find words that 
are synonymous to use as play names. We encountered some 
trouble in calling the formation by words. In general, how-
ever, we feel that the use of words is superior to the usual 
numbers method. 
Wilbur Wood, Coach, Novato Union High School, Novato, 
California, 1956. Coach Wood used the word system first in 
1956. He has a unique situation because he is working with 
a particularly young group. Novato is a new high school and 
it has no senior class as yet. The first class came in as 
freshmen and will be the first to graduate. During the 1956 
season Mr. Wood had only freshmen and sophomores on his 
team. His comments are presented here: 
Question No. 1. Does the word system eliminate 
practice time for just automatics? 
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Answer.. Yes. We run our dummy scrimmage without a 
huddle. 
Ques~ion No. 2. Do you feel that plays are easier or 
more difficult to learn as compared with the numbers-plus-
words system? 
Answer. Easier. Our boys had very little difficulty 
in learning the plays with words. 
Question No. 3. Do you feel that your opponents at 
any time "caught on" to the automatic system? 
Answer. We employed automatics in only two games to 
any extent, but I do not feel that they ever dido 
Question No. ,1. Do you feel that intrasquad scrim-
mages are possible with the word system? 
Answer. It is hard to do unless the phony calls are 
used. 
Question No. 5.. Do you plan to continue using the 
word system? 
Answer. Very definitely. 
General Comments. We are very pleased that tbe words 
··have worked out so well for us. We feel that this system is 
a real development in offensive football. 
Bill ~' Coach Stagg High School, Stockton, Cali-
fornia. Coach Gott served as backfield coach for the 
Stockton College .Colts and.i.s·now heF.Jd.co:;,tch for Si;a~g High 
School. The 1957 season will be his first in the latter 
--
= 
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position. He has set up his offense for the coming season, 
using the word system. His comments are quoted here: 
Question No. 1. Does the word system eliminate 
practice time for just automatics? 
Answer. Yes, definitely. 
Question No. 2. Do you feel that plays are easier or 
more difficult to learn as compared with the numbers-. plus-
words system? 
Answer. Words are much eas}er. I was a firm be-
liever in the number method of calling plays, but I found 
the words to be easier as long as some association was used. 
Question No. 3. Do you feel that your opponents at 
any time "caught onn to the automatic system? 
Answer.. We did not use many automatics while I was 
with the Colts, but I do not think that they would .. 
Question No. 4. Do you feel that intrasquad scrim-
mages are possible with the word system? 
Answer. If you make use of phony calls, yes. 
Question No. 5. Do you plan to continue using the 
word system? 
Answer. Yes. We are going to use it next season at 
Stagg High School. 
General Comments. This method worked very well last 
year with the Stockton College Colts. I. am sold on it. 
I 
! 
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INNOVATIONS 
1. Coach Myers has used a color call by the tackles 
to indicate the blocking pattern·for the linemen. Sug-
gestive names, such as "Tank" or "Ram," were chosen to 
designate the various plays. 
2-.-- Coach Hall has substituted the word nout" for the - -- -
color in the starting count. He uses suggestive names for 
his plays, plus an extra memory jolter; any play that goes 
to the left has a name with an "1" in it, and any play that 
goes to the right has an nrn in its name. 
3. Coach Kane ca·lled his formations by the names of 
the schools that popularized that formation. For instance, 
the name "Stanford" indicated a split left end and the right 
halfback flanked right. The word lfMichigan" designated an 
unbalanced-line single wing; and so forth. 
4. Coach Parton used a remarkable innovation in his 
word system. He named his plays with only one word, not 
naming the reciprocal play. In the huddle his quarterback 
would call "Blast left" or "Blast right." 
He also categorized his holes by letters; any word 
with an "stt in it was up the middle, and "q" in a word in-
dicated the "Quick" or direct handoff, and the off tackle 
words all contained "b," the wide plays "r," 
The word endings were used to indicate· blocking. 
i 
I 
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ttAst 11 endings were wedge blocking, "air" indicated both 
guards were to pull, and the !tit" ending meant that the off 
guard was to lead. 
This method incorporated all the pertinent informa-
tion in the word and has given meaning to the different word 
parts. 
~~~~~- ---------- - ---- ---
When the quarterback wanted to call an automatic to 
the left side and the play called in the huddle was to the 
right, he called the new play name and added the word "over" 
to indicate it would go to the opposite side. If it was to 
go to the same side as the original play, then the word 
"over" was omitted. 
These were the only notable innovations used by the 
nine coaches who employed the word system. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a summary 
of the study and the conclusions drawn from the findings of 
the study and to make recommendations based on the conclu-
sions. The chapter will include the conclusions drawnfrom 
the nine coaches using the word system, as well as recom-
mendations for additional related studies. 
General Summary. After a careful study of the 
available published and unpublished materials, a shortage of 
such material was apparent, with regard to automatics and 
how any particular coach chooses to run them. It seems many 
coaches consider them trade secrets. Many of the books 
published by recognized authorities contain a chapter, or a 
por·cion of a chapter, devoted to their signal system, but 
they do not mention their automatic system. As a result, 
much of the content of this study has come from the inves-
tigator's personal experience, from personal interviews with 
people who played for various teams, and from the coaches 
themselves. 
Of the nine coaches using the word system, all agreed 
that this method was superior to the numbers-plus-words 
system. 
There were two difficulties pointed out. George 
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Brumm had trouble calling the formations to .be used by one 
word, and Harry Kane found it hard to clear up any confusion 
that developed late in the season with regard to the 
blocking assignments., The other coaches had no adverse 
reations at all. 
Conclusions:~ The conclusions of this study are pre-
sented below: 
1-. T'l1e word system eliminates practice time for 
automatics as a separate unit. 
2. Plays are easier to learn with the word system 
than with the nrunbers-plus-words system. 
3. As far as the nine coaches could ascertain, the 
defense never "caught on" to the automatic system. 
4. It is feasible to use the automatics during an 
intrasquad scrimmage if phony calls are used. 
5. All of the nine coaches plan to continue using 
the word system. 
6. The nine coaches prefer the word automatics to 
the basic types and their offshoots presented in Chapter III. 
7. Care should be exercised in the selection of 
words to be used in the naming of plays. The names should 
be suggestive of the type of play. Any other kind of 
thought association between the word and the play is also 
helpful. 
8. The players themselves should be consulted about 
--
·~ 
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the play names. 
Recommendations .. .£2.!: additional studies needed. The 
following are the investigator's considered recommendations 
for.further studies:· 
l• It is recommended that a follow-up study be made 
as more coaches use the word system. 
2. It is recommended that a. study be made which in-
cludes offensive formations other than the "Tn formation. 
3. It is recommended that a study be made of the 
significance of thought associations between play types and 
the words. 
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